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Value Stream Map

Used in lean manufacturing 
for process improvement

Adapted from: 

Storch, R.L Value Stream 
Mapping, University of 
Washington, 2010
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Value Stream Map

Used in lean manufacturing 
for process improvement

Information flows

Material flows
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Value Stream Map

Used in lean manufacturing 
for process improvement

Runtime data

Focus on mechanism of 
delivering information

Design time data

Informal, but 
meaningful icons

Information flows

Material flows
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Published in
Journal of Information 
Systems: Summer 2016, 
Vol. 30, No. 2, pp. 5-47.

Available, for example, 
at researchgate.net

Possession
Ownership
Availability
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Problem

Does it make sense to add economic semantics to the Value Stream Map? 

Value Stream Map is an informal diagram containing everything relevant for improvement 
of a conversion process (where economic resources are created, while consuming and 
using other resources). 

The purpose of the Value Stream Map is to make the flow more efficient by minimizing waste, such 
as wasted time, unnecessary motion, or excess inventory.

Possession, Ownership and Availability is a precise model containing everything relevant for 
specifying and creating a software application supporting the process. 

The purpose of the Possession, Ownership and Availability model is to create a software 
application. The application specification can be automatically (by an algorithm) derived from the 
POA model. 
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Comparing VSM and POA 

Concept Value Stream Map Possession, Ownership, Availability

Purpose Making the processes more efficient 
by minimizing waste

Specifying an enterprise information system 
supporting the processes

Value Value is a capability provided to a 
customer, defined by the customer. 
Examples are quality, right time of 
delivery and appropriate price.

Determined during exchange process. For 
each trading partner, the received resource has a 
higher value than the provided resource.

Flow Flows are “items” relevant to the 
process. Examples are material, 
designs, external customer needs in 
service industry, internal customer 
needs in administrative. 

Flows are the transfers of possession, 
ownership, and availability of economic 
resources between trading partners, and the 
creation or consumption of economic resources. 

Information Focus is on the mechanism of 
delivering information, rather than 
semantics.

Focus is on semantics of information – such as 
flows of availability and flows of ownership, rather 
than transfer mechanisms. 

Timeline
Stock levels

Runtime data are part of the value 
stream map. 

Not part of the POA model, but can be obtained 
as reports by measuring the flows of possession, 
ownership and availability at runtime. 
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Production Activity in the Value Stream Map 

Segment from the 
previous example
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Production Activity in the POA Model
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Adding Labor and Assembly Machine to the POA Model

Problem
(balance of 

possession repository 
cannot be negative)
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Resolving the Flow of Availability in the POA Model

Problem
(where does availability 

come from?)
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The POA Model – Resolving the Flow of Availability
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Complete Solution in the POA Model
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Complete Solution in the Value Stream Map
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Conclusions
Does it make sense to add economic semantics to the Value Stream Map? 

The POA model can help to discover additional information flows between processes and 
trading partners, necessary for the consistency of the economic model.

Making the information instantly available where needed and when needed 

• Allows the processes to adapt at runtime to the deviations from the schedules

• However, handling large amount of information flows requires a digital information technology 
solution

• Fortunately, specification of the functionality of the digital solution can be mechanistically (by an 
algorithm) derived from the POA model.
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Extra slide, if needed 
Possession, Ownership, Availability (POA)

Possession is the ability to control (e.g. use or 
manipulate) an economic resource. For 
example, shipment and payment are flows 
(transfers) of possession. 

Ownership is the unconditional right to 
possess an economic resource (to exercise 
the maximum degree of formalized control 
over a resource). For example, purchase and 
sale are flows (transfers) of ownership.

Availability is the conditional right to possess 
a resource. Examples: sales order line is a 
flow (transfer) of availability of a resource. 
Contracts, agreements and partnerships 
represent flows (transfers) of availability of 
resources.

Flow of Possession or Ownership or Availability (but not all) 
Flow of Possession and Ownership and Availability

Service

Money
Device

Information flow

Seller Buyer

Ownership of Money

Possession of Money

Possession and ownership of Device

Availability of Device

Availability of Money


